
Climate of Sophistry Climate science is sophistry...i.e., BS.

Where do Climate Alarmist Numbers Come From?

Lars' asks: 
The way I've heard the Greenhouse Effect described to me is that if it wasn't for the Greenhouse
Effect, the global average temperature would only be -18°C, but now thanks to the Greenhouse
Effect, the temperature it's more like +15°C.  I wonder where these numbers come from?

The  -18°C,  I  guess,  is  the  same as  the  'Output'  that  you  are  talking  about?   How is  this
measured?  And +15°C, where does that number come from?

Those are all really good questions, Lars.  Let us go back to the foundation of “Climate Physics”
diagram.  We shall present a few versions from several different places (all currently being taught).

From Harvard University From Columbia University

Source: 
http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/people/faculty/djj/book/bookchap7.html 
https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

 Source: 
https://eesc.columbia.edu/courses/ees/climate/lectures/gh_kushnir.html 

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

From University of Washington From Pennsylvania State University

Sources:
https://atmos.uw.edu/2002Q4/211/notes_greenhouse.html 

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1510/1510.02503.pdf 
https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

 Sources: 
https://www.investorvillage.com/dialogs/Print.asp?msgid=11294962 

http://www.wcrp-climate.org/conference2011/posters/C7/C7_Nikolov_M15A.pdf
https://iac.ethz.ch/edu/courses/master/modules/radiation-and-climate-change.html 

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

The above is how they, the “Climate Scientists” are starting off their “Climate Physics”.
How about we throw in a few more examples so we can make our point.
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From “RealClimate” Website From “Enviropedia” Website

Source: 
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/04/learning-from-a-simple-model/

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf   

 Source: 
http://www.enviropedia.org.uk/Climate_Change/Greenhouse_Effect.php 

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

From “Weather-Climate” Website From University of Chicago

Sources:
https://www.weather-climate.org.uk/04.php 

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

 Sources: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-5PsoF7Vp0&t=1058s 

https://tech-know-group.com/archives/CONSENSUS_SCIENCE.pdf 

As you can see from the above examples, this is indeed the starting point of “Climate Science” and certainly
the starting point of climate alarmism based on its Greenhouse Effect and in a vilification of Carbon Dioxide
(the foundation of life), strange thing to vilify.  This is taught in geophysics classrooms around the world, this
is mainstream physics.   It  is  at least the greatest scientific error,  mistake, of  all  time. This transitions to
intentional fraud when those who promote it do so with prejudice.

Right now, all the above diagrams may look much like gobbledegook as most of us are not climate scientists,
so we simply accept it as gospel and since it is quite literally taught and presented everywhere, why would
most of us bother to question it?

On the next page we will begin to take you through one of the diagrams and attempt to explain it so that
most people can understand what is going on.
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Let  us  take  the  first  diagram shown  and
attempt to go through it with you.

The active term here is this “F” which is the
Energy  from  the  Sun  and  that  has  an
absorptive factor “1 minus A” but then it's
divided by four (4).

Now what  that divided by four (4) means,
what it  shows mathematically is that  they
are  taking  the  solar  “input”  and  they  are
spreading it over the entire surface area of
the Earth at once.

This is why it is the greatest scientific error of all time.  They are spreading the solar “input” over the entire
surface area of the Earth, at once.  The Earth isn't Flat. The Earth has a day and a night cycle.  It is in fact
this very cycle, which creates our climate.  Not to take this into account and simply spread one constant solar
value across the entire planet as an average is beyond ludicrous.  Those scientists not seeing this should be
ashamed, whilst those scientists who see this and knowingly teach this should be fired.

You will notice that we have put the word “input” in quotation marks.  This is because these “scientists” are
not using the incoming solar radiation as their “input”.  They are using the “output” as their “input”, we'll get to
that in a moment.

So the figure circled in red above is the incoming sunlight spread over the entire surface of the Earth at once.
The entire surface of the Earth never faces the Sun, only one half does at any given time.  

So what happens if you take all of the incoming sunlight and decide to do this?

You reduce the power of sunshine because you dilute it, you spread it out over a surface area that it never
exists upon.  They think it's a reasonable average.  It's not a reasonable average.  It's not a meaningful
average.  It's not an average that actually physically exists and drives any physics.  It's a total fiction.

What actually happens is real time.   Real time heating and in real time sunshine has the power to create
very high temperatures, transfer tremendous amounts of heat and create the climate.  That's what happens
in real time since the Earth is spinning and thus has temperatures raising and lowering all the time.  But they
don't account for this.  What they use is their fictional average where sunshine is spread over the entire Earth
at once so there's no day and night, so sunshine gets diluted down a heating potential power of only minus
18 degrees Celsius.

So that is what they do.  This is the starting point of their “Climate Science”, let the amount of sunlight striking
the planet be sunlight spread over the entire surface area of the Earth at once.

That is the biggest mistake that science could have made, especially in modern times because it literally
reduces to Flat Earth theory.
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So what is Effective Temperature?

Effective Temperature is a fictional temperature for an ideal emitter and absorber, a “black body”.

What is a “black body”?

A “black body” is this fictional concept in physics, which is an ideal emitter and absorber of radiant thermal
energy.

Generally things do not emit perfectly like a “black body”, but we can say well what if they were emitting all
this  energy  like  a  “black  body”.   So,  given  an  object's  radiant  thermal  surface  flux  spectrum,  what
temperature would this correspond with via the  Stefan–Boltzmann law if  the integrated flux were from a
perfect emitter?

What we do here, we integrate the flux over all frequencies that gives the total flux and that's equal to Sigma
times the effective temperature to the fourth power.  That's the Stefan–Boltzmann law.

So given the solar input to the Earth, what is the Earth's Effective Temperature?

This is a question about thermal equilibrium where the heat flow from the Sun to the Earth is zero, given that
Sunlight is not known to be changing Earth's temperature on a long-term basis and the Earth should be in
thermal equilibrium with the Sunlight.

Q the heat from the Sun equals the power from the Sun minus the power from the Earth and that's equated
to zero.

The power from the Sun equals the power we made it from the Earth and the result comes out to a flux
output of 240 watts per meter squared, which is an effective temperature of 255 Kelvin or minus 18 degrees
Celsius. 

So where and how does the error occur?

To the left is basically the Effective Temperature calculation.  This
model is not taught in modern physics.

First of all you have this “Top of Atmosphere, Solar Flux” coming
in and it's basically transformed through the Earth, and comes
out  as  the  “Spherical  Average,  System  Output”  of  minus  18
degrees Celsius or 240 watts per meter squared.

So what they do is they simply take this “System Output” and
make it the “input”.
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As you can clearly see on the diagram to the
right,  they  are  using   240  watts  per  meter
squared (which is minus 18 degrees Celsius) as
their “input”.

But  to  get  their  “input”  they  must  divide  the
actual  Solar  Flux  by  four.   That's  their  first
mistake.

Their second mistake is having this temperature
hitting  all  of  the  Earth's  surface  at  the  same
time.  The Earth isn't Flat.  It has day and night
cycles.

If  you look at the diagram to your left,  we use the full
power of the Solar Flux, 1370 watts per meter squared.

We have no need to reduce the power of the Sun.  Why
would you?

That's a great question and if you have been following
along you will see that what the “scientists” have done is
use the output as the input.

They then wonder why the input they are using doesn't
match the input from the Solar Flux.  To make these two
equate, they divide the Solar Flux by four to make it the
match.

So what happens if you only have minus 18 degrees Celsius coming in to heat your world?

It sounds silly, but that literally is what is being taught.  Any first grader can tell you that you won't be 
breaking a sweat using an ice cube.  Now we know that it isn't minus 18 degrees Celsius as we have  
temperature monitoring stations all over the world which say otherwise.

So how do “Climate Scientists” fix this problem?

They  know  that  minus  18  degrees  Celsius  cannot
create the Earth's climate, so to fix this problem they
invent and steal an idea from a real greenhouse and
call  it  the “Greenhouse Effect” (even though it's not
how a real greenhouse functions) and then claim it's
where the climate creates itself.

To the right, the part of the diagram within the green
box  is,  the  equations  and  formulas  the  “Climate
Scientists” made up.
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Before we go any further, let us just stop and take a break for a moment.  Let us reflect on what we have
already found out.

 All “Climate Models” being taught around the world all have the incoming Sunlight being divided by four
to match an average of minus 18 degrees Celsius (which is an average output).  The output is being
used as an input because, reasons.

 This incoming temperature is then spread across the entire surface of the Earth at once totally ignoring
the fact that the Earth has a day and night cycle because, reasons.

 Not only is the incoming Sunlight being diluted by dividing it by four, it is further diluted by spreading itself
across the entire surface of the Earth at once because, reasons.

 An entire “Greenhouse Effect” has had to be created to warm up the Earth since the “Climate Models”
are not using the full incoming strength of the Sunlight because, reasons.

Forget for a moment that all of these things are just wrong.  Put your critical thinking cap on.  We understand
that this all may come as a complete shock to most of you reading this.  Heck, that's why we have linked to
our sources so that you yourself can investigate these things.  But think to yourself, if even one of these
things is wrong, what does that make the “Climate Model” being used?  You guessed it, wrong.

If the input is incorrect, it doesn't matter how correct every other part of the equation is.  The outcome will be
incorrect.

If you begin with a false premise, you extrapolate false things from it, you extrapolate false consequences,
false actions, false effects.  And where do you end?  You end with false results, false conclusions, false end
points.  That is how logic and critical thinking works.  It is consistent.  By the very rules of mathematics and
definitions of logic and reason, if you start with something wrong you end with something wrong.  You start
with something false you end with something false.

If you begin with a true premise, then you will make true extrapolations if you are doing that properly, and yes
sometimes you can go wrong there and you have to go back and fix something, but if you start with a true
premise and extrapolate true things from it, you end with true conclusions.

But the “Greenhouse Effect” is taught everywhere, it must be true!

What to make a lie seem true?  Say it again.  And again.  And again.  This is known as the “Illusory Truth
Effect”.  Add to this the fact that unfortunately, so many “Scientists” merely parrot information, they're very
good at memorising diagrams but have no understanding of how the information works.  Or they are in it for
the politics and money that can be made from the lie.
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What is the “Greenhouse Effect”?

They  poached  the  term  “Greenhouse  Effect”  to
explain  this  “thing”  they  made  up  where  the
atmosphere  provides  twice  as  much  heat  to  the
Earth than the Sun does because they have diluted
the Sunlight down to freezing cold temperatures.

All  total  pseudoscience,  and  they  call  this  their
“Greenhouse Effect” to create the climate, so that the
climate can create itself  due to the Sun hitting the
Earth at minus 18 degrees Celsius.

We know, it sounds crazy, but you wouldn't need this pseudoscience if you had a hot Sun.  Wait, never mind.

The Real Greenhouse “Greenhouse Effect”.

So to your right is a real greenhouse building.  The
process  that  actually  makes  a  real  greenhouse
warmer  on  the  inside  than  the  air  outside  is  the
sunlight  passing  through  the  glass  ceiling  of  the
greenhouse.

This  warms  the  surface,  because  as  we  know,  in
reality, sunshine is quite warm, you can warm things,
so the solar heat is absorbed by the surface. 

Sunlight  comes down generating high temperatures
inside the greenhouse, the air in contact with those
surfaces which gets warmed up, rises because warm
air rises (convects) but is stopped from rising by the
glass  ceiling  of  the  greenhouse.   So  this  building
traps  the  warm  air  inside  itself  and  so  it  can  be
warmed up to a much higher temperature.

So that's how a real  greenhouse functions and the
temperature  importantly  inside  this  greenhouse  will
never get warmer obviously than the temperature at
which it is being heated by sunlight.

The limiting temperature inside a greenhouse is given by the temperature at which it is being heated at and it
doesn't exceed that temperature and it becomes warm because sunlight is quite warm and sunlight does
have enough power to drive and create the climate and so that's why the inside of a greenhouse gets warm,
the air cannot escape, the air gets trapped inside it cannot diffuse out into the rest of the atmosphere and so
it stays warm inside.
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The Fake Greenhouse “Greenhouse Effect”.

To the  left  is  the  fake version  of  the  “Greenhouse
Effect” that they created for climate alarmism.  So in
the  fake  “Greenhouse  Effect”  you  have  sunshine
coming in but sunshine of a potentially much colder
temperature in the case of the model that they have
for “Climate Science”, the heating potential of sunlight
is only coming in at minus 18 degrees Celsius.

So the cold light comes in and this cold radiation then
gets  blocked  by  this  roof  and  this  cold  radiation
comes back to itself and creates its own temperature,
creates its  own climate.   Basically they are adding
two cold temperatures together in order to generate a
higher temperature.

None of what they say within their “Climate Science
Model” can actually function within a real greenhouse
because they have only taken the term “Greenhouse
Effect” and applied their own pseudoscience to it.

There is no “Greenhouse Effect”.  You have all been
sold a lie.  A very profitable lie.

Hot or cold, make up your mind. You can't have both.

Let us say you cannot believe that  the sunlight  coming in is minus 18 degrees Celsius (which all  their
“Climate Models” claim).  Let us assume that you agree with us (smart of you) that the sunlight coming down
is  1370 watts per meter squared (121 degrees Celsius) and not  240 watts per meter squared (minus 18
degrees Celsius).  Then by default, you have to agree that there is no “Greenhouse Effect” because if you
also believed in both the “Greenhouse Effect” and that our “Solar Flux” is 1370 watts per meter squared (121
degrees Celsius), well... we'd all be dead, burnt to a crisp.  

If you believe in the “Greenhouse Effect” then you are essentially saying that our “Solar Flux” is 240 watts
per meter squared (minus 18 degrees Celsius). 

You can't have it both ways.

Remember, “Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth”, is a law of propaganda often attributed to 
the Nazi Joseph Goebbels.  Among psychologists this is known as the “illusion of truth” effect.

The illusory truth effect (also known as the validity effect, truth effect, or the reiteration effect) is the tendency 
to believe false information to be correct after repeated exposure.

The irony is that we do seem to be living in the era of fake news.
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Let's go through our realistic, reality-based model.

The diagram to the right created by Joeseph Postma of
the website “Climate of Sophistry” shows a more realistic,
reality-based model of how sunlight actually interacts with
the Earth.

You have a cross-section of  sunlight  falling on only one
hemisphere of the Earth at a time.  Of course, this sunlight
does not spread over the entire surface area of the Earth
at once as they do in “Climate Physics”, it just falls on the
one hemisphere at once.

The other hemisphere shows the Earth cooling.

As you can see from the diagram to your left,
the  sunlight  comes  in  at  a  very  warm
temperature.  Underneath the Zenith Flux it is
still extremely warm (by Zenith Flux we mean
this area on the surface directly underneath the
Sun, around the equator). 

It's quite warm, warm enough to  generate the
climate.

Even at 51 degrees latitude it's quite hot.

You  can  go  further  north  and  it's  still  warm
enough to evaporate water and generate the
climate and everything like that.

A little bit of sarcasm thrown in, but it's all true.

Now,  after  that  heat  is  transferred  to  the  system  then
obviously the whole Earth is radiating outwards, residual
heat  or  residual  energy  after  this  process,  after  it's
absorbed energy from the Sun.

When  it  radiates  out,  it's  radiating  over  a  much  larger
surface  area  (both  hemispheres)  than  it  intercepts  light
from  the  Sun  (one  hemisphere).  Because  the  light
transfers through the system as heat transfer, generating
the climate, it then comes out over the entire surface area
which is larger than the input surface area and hence that
light is diluted, and diluted light has a lower temperature
and that's where we get the “System Output” value.
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So  when  the  energy  comes  out,  this  is  the
average  output,  you  average  out  and  that  is
equal to minus 18 degrees Celsius.

Hopefully you can now better understand what
they are doing in “Climate Science”.   They're
taking  this  “Out”  and  they're  just  saying
conservation   of  energy means  that  we  can
exchange input for output.

Now that's wrong because the input and output
don't have the same density, and the density of
light is the power of light.  This high intensity,
high density light is what comes in and that is
what's creating the climate.

The transfer of heat from that light through the
system to this output (circled in red).

This output is cooler, it's stepped down, it's a lower intensity.  The output is lower density light, therefore it is
a cooler light. 

So what are these “climate scientists” doing?

These so called scientists, these “climate” physicists, what they're doing is simply taking the  conservation
law of conservation of energy and applying it in the most naive way possible, the most simple-minded and
non realistic way possible that you can possibly imagine.

They're taking this output and they're reversing it and they're using it backwards as the input, so they're
actually  reversing the  entire  direction  of  energy  flow,  they're  reversing the  entire  direction  of  heat  flow
through the system.  

Minus 18 degrees Celsius is indeed the output of the Earth, that is actually the temperature of the Earth
when viewed in terms of  its “average” output radiation, that is indeed the temperature of  the Earth, the
temperature of the Earth as seen from outer space.  That is exactly what it is. It does exactly put out this
much energy from its entire surface area on average, but of course the output is not the same as the input.

They're saying that minus 18 degrees Celsius should be what you find everywhere on this Earth, yet the near
surface temperature monitoring stations all over the world (they're about five feet or a meter and a half off of
the surface) record plus 15 degrees Celsius or more.  What the “climate scientists” do is they say this plus 15
degrees Celsius is the measured average temperature of the Earth, now that's not accurate physics either
because the atmosphere actually has depth here.

Why do we need to include the day and night cycle?

The inclusion of the day and night cycle is required because it is the heating and cooling of the Earth which
creates our climate and the changes within it, not the “Greenhouse Effect”.
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So let's delve deeper into the atmosphere's depth.

The atmosphere has a depth, the Earth's surface is the bottom of
the atmosphere, and to your right, you can see a diagram showing
a column of atmosphere.

Now  there  is  this  phenomenon  in  the  atmosphere  called  “the
adiabatic  lapse  rate”,  and  it's  due  to  gravity,  which  makes  the
bottom of  the  atmosphere  warmer  than  the  top.   It  makes  the
atmosphere have a temperature distribution going from hottest near
the surface, to coolest near the top of the atmosphere, at the top of
the troposphere which is about 18 kilometres in altitude. 

Above this, other strange physics takes over, but the portion we're
worried about is that where the ideal gas law is applied.

So to reiterate, “the adiabatic lapse rate”, which is an effect due to
gravity,  and in  effect  due to  rising and falling parcels  of  air  that
forces the atmospheric column to have a distribution of temperature
where it's warmest at the bottom and cooler at the top.

Think of an average.

What is an average? An average is in the 
simplest terms possible the middle of a 
sequence. So you would expect the 
atmosphere to have a sequence in 
temperature, which it does, because this is 
basic physics. 

To your left circled in red is the equation for the
lapse rate and it  simply shows that based on
very fundamental physics the atmosphere has
to give a distribution in temperature. 

It has to, it's basic mathematics, basic physics,
the  atmosphere  has  to  have  a distribution  in
temperature, where it's warmest at the bottom
and cooler at the top.

So if something has to have a sequence, and
you also expect it to  have an average, well the
average  will  always  be  found  around  the
middle.

This means the average of the system is five to
six  kilometres  in  altitude,  and  it  has  the
temperature of minus 18 degrees Celsius.
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Now if you follow along with the diagram to your right, go
down, deeper into  the atmosphere,  close to the Earth's
surface,  the lapse rate makes the temperature of the air
naturally increase, and then once you get to the bottom
you find the surface average is plus 15 degrees Celsius.

What  the  “climate  scientists”  are  doing  (as  mentioned
many times now) is they're taking this output and they're
saying well the output is minus 18 degrees Celsius, and
we can use that as the input (which is of course wrong),
but they're saying that they can use that as the input and
therefore everywhere on the Earth  should  be minus 18
degrees Celsius.

It is because of this error, they have decided to make up a
“Greenhouse Effect”, but of course you cannot expect to
find minus 18 degrees Celsius (which is the average of the
whole  column of  atmosphere)  at  the hottest  part  of  the
column of atmosphere (the Earth's surface).

Why would they think you can find the minus 18 degrees
Celsius  average  at  only  the  infinitesimal  slice  of  the
system nearest to the surface where we already know that
it's the hottest?

The surface is the warmest.  Warmer than the whole rest of the column of atmosphere.  It doesn't make
sense to make that comparison, and if you do make that comparison then you're going to have to say there's
going to be a difference between the hottest portion of the atmosphere and the average of the atmosphere
and that difference is due to the lapse rate. 

That's what you'd have to say...

But what the “climate alarmists” and “climate scientists” do is say that the minus 18 degrees Celsius average
should be found at the surface (even  though that violates the definition of what an average is and where you
should find an average).

Then they say because there's a difference, we'll say the difference is due to this term we're going to invent
and steal from a real greenhouse, and we're going to call it a “Greenhouse Effect” (even though it's not how
a real greenhouse functions).

They then claim this “Greenhouse Effect” is where the climate will creates itself.

So they're reversing the output for the input, and their input could never create the climate so what they do to
create the climate is have the climate create itself, to match what the real input can actually already do on its
own.

Mental gymnastics in a clown world of fake news.
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Why NOT spread the incoming sunlight over the entire surface of the Earth?

You don't take the instantaneous input of the Sun for one second, spreading it over the entire surface of the
area of the Earth (which is not rotating) at once, that's creating an abstraction that's physically impossible. 

Applying rotation, the Earth rotates underneath the full brunt of the Sun, and when you do it that way, the
Sun has the energy and the heat to create the climate on Earth, as the Earth is constantly heating and
cooling.

If you do spread the input of the incoming sunlight over the entire surface of the Earth, averaging it and thus
diluting the power of the sunlight, then you cannot create the climate on Earth. 

Raw Turkey?

Let's say Thanksgiving lasts twelve (12) hours.  Now
The stove is on for six (6) of those hours cooking the
turkey.

You can cook the turkey over twelve (12) hours, just
take the power that was used by the oven and spread
it over twelve (12) hours instead of six (6) hours.

So instead of cooking the turkey at say 165 degrees
Celsius, you're now cooking it at 82.5 degrees Celsius.

Do you get the same reaction?  Can you cook a turkey
at half power but twice as long and get the same result
as cooking a turkey at the appropriate temperature for
the appropriate time?

That doesn't work, does it?

You  cannot  take  what  actually  happened in  real
time  to  cook  this  turkey  and  say  that  the  same
thing happens when you half the power but apply it
for twice as long. 

Why not divide the power by four and go four times
as long?

You would just end up still, with a turkey that looks
like  the  one  pictured  above.   A cold  raw turkey,
because physics doesn't work that way. Physics is
occurring  in  real  time  and  the  response  of  the
material and matter is proportional to the input.

So in real time, the Sun has the power to create
the climate.
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What about a Rocket?

What  if  you  averaged  the  rocket's  thrust  over  the
entire rocket's lifetime and its trip, say to the moon?

Now the rocket actually experiences thrust for about
two minutes while it takes off.  So for two minutes the
rocket experiences a tremendous thrust in real time
which propels it into orbit.  

Well why not just take that thrust and divide its power
by the entire rockets lifetime and its trip to the moon
and then say, well that's the same thing and it's the
same physics?

Well what would happen is  you would get a thrust
value so low that it would even be able to lift off.

How are these not obvious things to think about?

The old four (4) week Suns argument.

What this statement here refers to is how they (the
“Climate Scientists”) divide the Solar Flux by a factor
of four (4) such as how “Climate Science”, “Climate
Physics” spreads the Solar Flux (the incoming Solar
Energy), the incoming solar net energy per second
input  over  the entire  surface  area  of  the Earth  at
once, which requires the factor of four (4).

This  refers  to  the  equation  circled  in  red  to  your
right.   So that's basically putting four (4) weak Suns
surrounding all around the Earth instead of one (1)
strong Sun on one side of the Earth.

Roasting a Pig.

Method  A,  you  have  100%  power  coming  from
underneath and you have the pig rotating on a spit.

The other method (Method B) that “Climate Science”
says you can do is you can have 25% of the power
coming on from four sides whilst the pig on the spit
doesn't rotate.

Well, that'll roast the pig in the exact same way, won't
it?

No, it won't.

One of these is just going to make a really hot pig, but it's not actually going to cook it.
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Averages are not always useful metrics.

We will  give you an example of an average which is not a useful metric.  The average person has one
testicle (We won't be needing a diagram for this one).

Does the average person have one testicle?  Is that true?  That is not true, right?  That is not a useful metric,
although it is an average (since we're counting both male and female as a person).

Averages

So the diagram to  the right  shows a plot  of  these
vehicle  speed  versus  time  over  twenty-four  (24)
hours.  They're driving fifty (50) kilometres.

What if we have a 1976 Firebird go all the way up to
two-hundred  (200)  kilometres  per  hour  and  then
slows  down  and  stops  as  it  has  reached  its
destination.

Now this 1983 Chevette can only get up to fifty (50)
kilometres  an  hour,  but  makes  it  to  the  same
destination in twenty-four (24) hours.  So the Firebird
makes it to the destination in six (6) hours because it
could reach two-hundred (200) kilometres per hour.

The Chevette could only go fifty (50) kilometres per hour so only made that destination in a full twenty-four
(24) hours.

Now these vehicles, in that time span, have the exact same average speed.  So if you were to only ever
think of the average speed, does the average speed of these two vehicles tell you anything about what these
vehicles performance could have been? 

It could actually be anything, it could be anything in between, bigger or less than these two examples.  By
using the average, if that's all the knowledge you have (which is what the “Climate Alarmists” and “Climate
Physicists” want to do, just look at the averages only and forget the real-time performance), then you actually
completely destroy any knowledge what-so-ever of the performance either vehicle (the actual system).

What is the Purpose of “Climate Alarmism”?

Global control via fear under the guise of love.  You are scared into doing things and out of caring you will do
them.  Fear in the belief of the planet dying makes you go to extreme measures out of love for your planet.

Money.  You'll accept them taxing the hell out of us in all sorts of ways because you believe it will get you into
heaven.  You live with the extra burden it brings to your daily living as you believe you are protecting and
prolonging the life on our planet.

Thank you for your questions!

We do hope that we have answered all your questions, Lars.

Sources: 
Various video speeches by Joseph E. Postma as well as my own additions. 
https://climateofsophistry.com
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